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McKell Data Briefing: 
Into Retail Violence and Abuse in Tasmania  

 
 
Context 
 
Violence in retail se-ngs has emerged as a significant policy challenge in recent years across Australia. 
Recorded incidences of abuse and violence targeted towards employees in retail se-ngs consistently 
increased during the pandemic, and remain elevated during this current cost-of-living challenge. In 
response, some states have either considered or have indeed legislated laws specifically aimed at 
deterring the abuse from occurring in the first place. Abuse in retail se-ngs is par@cularly alarming 
given the dispropor@onate number of workers in these se-ngs that are underage. This McKell Data 
Briefing assesses this challenge from a Tasmanian perspec@ve. It finds that retail violence and abuse 
is a persistent problem in the state and recommends that the Tasmanian Government consider 
adop@ng similar legisla@ve measures as in NSW and SA to deter violence from occurring. 
 
 
Key Findings  
 

1. Retail violence and abuse in Tasmania has been consistently rising in recent years. Reported 
incidences have increased by 40.3 per cent since 2014 — this is the fastest increase, in 
percentage terms, among all states.  

 
2. All violence in workplaces is unacceptable. There is a par@cular concern about violence in 

retail se-ngs, however, due to the dispropor5onate number of workers in retail se:ngs 
that are underage.  
 

3. Recognising similar challenges, governments in South Australia and New South Wales have, 
in 2023, legislated to strengthen penal5es for those who commit violence in retail se-ngs.  
 

4. Stronger deterrence and penal@es for retail violence abuse is warranted in Tasmania. 
However, this briefing notes genuine concerns among some par5es that mandatory 
minimums may exacerbate the cycle of incarcera@on for disadvantaged offenders.   
 

5. A balanced approach would see stronger penal5es imposed, while the judiciary retain the 
capacity to recognise individual offender circumstances during sentencing.   

 
 
Recommenda3ons  
 

1. To curb Tasmania’s increasing levels of retail violence, the McKell Ins@tute recommends the 
introduc@on of a NSW-like amendment to the Criminal Code 1924 (Tas) that adds specific 
penal@es for violence, abuse and other offences targeted towards retail workers. 
  

2. These stronger deterrents should be coupled with a public awareness campaign, undertaken 
in consulta@on with peak employer groups and unions.  
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Part 1 — Violence and Abuse in Retail Se=ngs is An Enduring Problem in Tasmania  
 
 
In recent years there has been a sustained increase in violence, aggression, and an@-social behaviour 

towards retail employees in Australia. Such behaviour serious physical and psychological injury to the 

affected workers. It leads to feelings of isola@on, stress, depression, serious bodily injury, and even 

death.1 For example, only three months ago, a BWS retail worker was tragically murdered by a 

customer.2  

 

Women, young people, and those from culturally and linguis@cally diverse backgrounds are 

dispropor@onally affected by the scourge of retail violence.3  

 

Indeed, 57 per cent of retail workers are female, making it the third most feminised industry in 

Australia.4  

 

What is more, retail employees are compara@vely paid less and more insecure than other industries – 

with most employees engaged on part-@me or casual contracts.5 This insecurity amplifies the 

significant economic costs for individual vic@ms of retail violence.  

 

Retail violence does not just leave a mark on the individual worker and their family, it creates nega@ve 

externali@es for businesses and the wider community. It contributes to absenteeism, high turnover 

rates, and poor job performance;6 and creates environments which are unsafe for other customers 

and the public at-large.  

 

Survey figures are likely an underes2mate of the true prevalence of retail violence in Australia. Workers 

will o\en by deterred from repor@ng their experiences due to a culture of normalisa@on, 

embarrassment, a percep@on that nothing will happen, and a fear of employer retribu@on.7 

 

The McKell Ins@tute has previously documented a marked increase in retail violence in New South 

Wales (‘NSW’) during the COVID-19 pandemic,8 but this increase has not since subsided despite the 

‘new normal’. It is likely that the cost-of-living crisis, and the pressure it is pu-ng on household 

budgets, is a significant contributor to the stubbornly high level of retail violence in the post-pandemic 

era.9  
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Part 2 — The Data on Retail Violence in Tasmania 
 
Rela@vely, Tasmania is one of the worst jurisdic@ons in Australia for retail violence. The number of 

reported retail assaults grew from 260 in 2014, to 365 in 2022 – an increase of over 40 per cent in just 

8 years.  

Figure 1: Retail Assaults in Tasmania 2014-202210 

 
 

This increase of 40.3 per cent is the greatest percentage increase over the period of all Australian 

jurisdic@ons which report retail assaults. Western Australia recorded a 38.8 per cent increase, the 

Australian Capital Territory (‘ACT’) recorded a 31.6 per cent increase, NSW recorded only an 11.2 per 

cent increase, the Northern Territory (‘NT’) recorded a 3.1 per cent increase and South Australia 

recorded a 47.1 per cent decrease.    

 

Furthermore, unlike most other jurisdic@ons retail assaults have increased as a propor5on of total 

assaults in Tasmania. Retail assaults made up 9.44 per cent of all assaults in 2014, and this increased 

to 9.66 per cent in 2022. In South Australia, Western Australia, the ACT and the NT, this propor@on 

decreased over the same period.  

 

Inves@ga@ons data also suggests that vic5ms of assault in Tasmania are not seeing jus5ce. In 2014, 

the propor@on of assault inves@ga@ons which were not finalised was 30 per cent, by 2022 this figure 

had risen to 38 per cent.   
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Retail se-ngs are increasingly becoming the loca@on of other violent crime in Tasmania. For example, 

the number of robberies occurring in a retail se:ng increased from 21 in 2014 to 84 in 2022 – an 

increase of 300 per cent. Over that same period, the propor@on of total robberies occurring in a retail 

se-ng increased from 25.6 per cent to 43.3 per cent.  

 
Figure 2: Retail Robberies (LHS) and Proportion of Total Robberies in Retail Setting (RHS) in Tasmania11 
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Part 3 — What Other Australian States are Doing to Solve the Problem   
 
It is clear that an interven@on is required to halt the unacceptable trends in retail violence in Tasmania. 

The United Kingdom, as well as other Australian jurisdic@ons, have successfully spearheaded criminal 

law reforms to deter would-be offenders, and to punish perpetrators, of retail violence.   

 

Of the three abovemen@oned jurisdic@ons, the United Kingdom was the first mover in imposing 

greater penal@es for retail violence. The addi@on of s 68A to the Sentencing Act 2020 (UK) in May 2022 

forced courts to impose addi@onal penal@es on perpetrators of assault, threats to kill and other violent 

crime if the vic@m was a retail worker.12  

 

In September 2022 South Australia followed suit by amending their defini@on of ‘prescribed 

emergency worker’ to include employees ‘whose du@es primarily involve working in an area of a shop 

accessible to the public’, in other words, retail workers.13 This now means that causing harm or 

assaul@ng a retail worker, in the course of their du@es, is caught under the same offence as assaul@ng 

paramedics, police officers, and other more tradi@onal ‘emergency workers’. Inten@onally causing 

harm agracts a maximum penalty of 15 years, reckless harm agracts a penalty of 10 years and assault 

agracts a maximum penalty of 5 years.14 These changes were welcomed as an appropriate and 

targeted response to retail violence.15 

 

In June 2023 the newly elected NSW Labor government passed legisla@on to curb retail violence. 

Rather than amending exis@ng legisla@on like the United Kingdom and South Australia, the NSW 

amendment added three new offences under the heading ‘[a]ssault and other ac@on against retail 

workers’.16  

 

They have broader coverage than other legisla@on, addressing assault, stalking, harassment, and 

in@mida@on of retail workers.17 Maximum penal@es range from 4 years for assault with no bodily 

harm,18 to 11 years for wounding and causing grievous bodily harm.19 The changes were similarly 

welcomed by both employees and employers.20 In commending the legisla@on, Woolworths noted 

that they had seen 540 ‘serious incidents’ in just their NSW stores in the only preceding 12 months.21 
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Part 4 — A Policy Approach For Tasmania  
 

To curb Tasmania’s increasing levels of retail violence, the McKell Ins@tute recommends the 

introduc@on of a NSW-like amendment to the Criminal Code 1924 (Tas). Unlike South Australia, there 

are no broad ‘emergency worker’ offences which could be suitably amended, and the NSW-like 

provision provides broader coverage for the various ways in which retail workers can be targeted (e.g., 

stalking, in@mida@on, harassment), whereas the South Australia offence is concerned with causing 

physical harm in a narrower sense.  

 

It is important to remain cognisant of Tasmania’s overexposure to the cost-of-living crisis,22 and the 

increase in repeat youth offending,23 in dra\ing the offence. Such an amendment should impose 

similar maximum penal@es to the NSW legisla@on, but not impose any mandatory minimum 

sentences.  

 

High maximum penal5es should be coupled with broad public messaging to deter would-be 

offenders, par5cularly given the Tasmanian Police’s increasing inability to finalise assault 

inves5ga5ons.   

 

Conclusion 
 
Retail violence dispropor@onately affects the most vulnerable workers and comes with significant 

economic and social effects to both individual workers and the community at-large. COVID-19 saw a 

spike in retail violence, but it has remained elevated since the pandemic.  

 

Tasmania has seen the greatest increase in retail violence of all jurisdic@ons which collect data. It has 

also seen a spike in other violent retail-based crime.  

 

Other jurisdic@ons have realised that something should, and can, be done to combat retail violence. 

South Australia extended coverage of exis@ng offences rela@ng to assault of emergency workers to 

retail employees, and NSW tailored three bespoke offences to protect retail workers. To curb their 

epidemic of retail violence, Tasmania should follow suit and introduce offences with broad coverage 

tailored specifically to retail workers.  

 

Tasmanian retail employees deserve beger. Reform is both desirable and achievable.  Everyone has 

the right to feel safe at work.  
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